CHINA
STUDY ABROAD - SHORT TERM PROGRAM

SUMMER 2019

COMMUNITY SERVICE IN GUILIN

- Teach English, art, music and sports to children in Fengyan, a rural village near Guilin
- Learn about Yao minority culture
- Live in a Qing Dynasty era stone house that has been converted into a dormitory
- View the breathtaking rock mountains along the rivers and hills of Yangshuo and Guilin
- Learn Chinese, calligraphy, taichi, mahjong, and much more!

Experience China’s rural roots while providing valuable community service to Fengyan, a small village outside of Guilin, China. As China continues to develop, migrant workers flock to the coastal cities to seek higher paying jobs, leaving small villages like Fengyan where grandparents are tasked with caring for the children of these migrant workers. These children are known as “the left behind children”, where psychological issues arise from not having a stable parental presence. On this program you will participate in a Chinese non-profit organization’s summer school for the children of Fengyan village to teach English, art, music and sports.

PROGRAM LEADER
Singmay Chou
singmay.chou@sjsu.edu

COURSE
GLST 188 (3 units)
Area V

DATES ABROAD
June 16th - June 30th
Summer 2019
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